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Next Meeting

TAPS

Thursday, March 14, 2013
At 19:00
VFW Post #4364
5773 62nd Street N, Pinellas Park
There were no announcements of the passing of Marines
this month from
The Department of Florida
Marine Corps League
However let us not forget.
2176 American Service Personnel including 412 U.S. Marines who made the ultimate sacrifice in Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan

“May They Rest in Peace”

There seems to be at least one Marine headed in the
right direction. “Hey Mac, which way to the Detachment 57 meeting?’

If you need a ride, arrangements can be made
by contacting Phil Calhoun at (727) 744-9345
a couple of hours or more before the meeting
and we’ll get you there.
Monthly Service at Bay Pines National Cemetery
There are Services held on the first Tuesday of
each month for Vets with no family. The time is
15:00 and the uniform is red shirt, cover and
black trousers. As always your presence is appreciated.

Next Service
Tuesday, March 4, 2013 at 13:00
Bay Pines National Cemetery

If you need a ride somebody will come get you!
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at Curtis Hixon Park. The foundation was started
by the actor Gary Sinise to provide homes for
wounded warriors.

This is not an official record of the
minutes but rather a summary of the important
highlights.

New Business:

Meeting held on Feb. 14, 2013.

April’s Election: Nominations for officers
posts were opened. They are:

Called to order at 17:00

Commandant:
Sr. Vice Commandant:
Jr. Vice Commandant:

Officers present
All officers were present
Awards
None for this month

Judge Advocate:

Application for membership:

Top Flick
Walt Smyth
Mike Cashman
George Cooper
Phil Kimmel

Nominations were closed and will re-open
at next month’s meeting.

None for this month
Minutes of Previous meeting:

Meeting Adjourned 17:30

Waived
Correspondence:

Volunteers Needed For National Veterans Wheelchair Games

The Detachment received a letter from the
Clearwater Marathon Organizers thanking us for
our excellent support.

Athlete registration is open and about 3,000 volunteers are needed for the 33rd National Veterans Wheelchair Games, the largest annual wheelchair sports event in the world. More than 500
Veterans from across the United States, Puerto
Rico and Great Britain are expected to compete
in the Games, taking place in Tampa July 13 to
18.

An update of details for the Department
of Florida Spring Conference was received.
Paymaster’s Report
All Federal taxes have been filed. Florida
non-profit filings are in good order.
Report of the Sick

The Games are presented by the Paralyzed Veterans of America and the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs. This year, they are co-sponsored by
the James A. Haley Veterans' Hospital and the
Florida Gulf Coast Chapter of Paralyzed Veterans
of America. The Games are open to all U.S. military Veterans who use wheelchairs for sports
competition due to spinal cord injuries, neurological conditions, amputations or other mobility
impairments.

Cary McGiffin is back on chemo treatments and his situation is not improving. Our
prayers are with you. Semper Fi Cary!
Report of Standing Committees
John Gluck: A shoot will be held Saturday
Feb. 22 at 10:00.
Walt Smyth: A benefit concert for The Lt.
Dan Foundation will be held in Tampa on May 10
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Culver at Lesli.Culver@va.gov. The deadline for
interested athletes to complete and postmark
their registration is April 15.

Continued from previous page

Volunteers are needed to help support all event
areas of the games including setting up equipment at venues where the competitions are held,
serving meals, monitoring buses used to
transport athletes to various locations, serving as
“Fans in the Stands,” (cheering the athletes on),
and other duties.

Many Opportunities for Volunteers of All Ages
Volunteers will be needed the entire week of the
Games and can be as young as 14 to participate.
They must be willing to commit to a minimum of
a four hour shift on the days they volunteer. Besides the experience of participating in the
Games, volunteers will also receive a commemorative T-shirt. High school students who volunteer can earn community service credit towards
their college application.

“We’re excited to see the National Veterans
Wheelchair Games return to Florida and feel especially privileged we were chosen to host them
here in Tampa Bay alongside our Paralyzed Veterans of America Gulf Coast partners, said Kathleen Fogarty, JAHVH hospital director.

Anyone interested must complete a Volunteer
Application available at
www.wheelchairgames.va.gov and return it via email to Wheelchair.games@va.gov. The applications can also be dropped off in person at the
Voluntary Service Office, Room 2A-215L, James A.
Haley Veterans' Hospital, 13000 Bruce B. Downs,
Blvd., in Tampa. For more information, contact
Camilla Thompson, Tampa Volunteer Coordinator at Wheelchair.games@va.gov or call (813)-972
-2000, ext. 6580.

“Adaptive sports provide a vital role in continuing
a seriously injured Veterans’ rehabilitation
through formidable competition that’s just plain
fun. And Tampa is a world class sports venue to
showcase the country’s best wheelchair athletes
for an entire week. To help us do that, we will
need the help of thousands of volunteers,” she
said.
Eighteen different competitive events and two
exhibition events will take place at the Tampa
Convention Center, Tampa Bay Times Forum,
Raymond James Stadium, Lake Seminole Park,
Hillsborough Community College (Dale Mabry
campus), Silver Dollar Shooters Club, Pin Chasers, Jefferson High School and the Clearwater
Long Center.
April 15th Deadline for Athlete Registration
Veterans interested in competing may download
the registration packet from the Games’ website
at www.wheelchairgames.va.gov or contact Lesli

Quad Rugby is one of the 18 different competitive events and two
exhibition events taking place during the 33rd National Veterans
Wheelchair Games to be held in Tampa July 13 to 18.
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Marine Corps League
Department of Florida
Spring Conference
The straight scoop from Phil
The Marine Corps League Department of Florida Spring Conference will take place on April 1114 and will be hosted By MCL Morris Dickson
Detachment 54. The location will be the Safety
Harbor Resort and Spa. An invitation is extended to all MCL members. Full details have been
sent by email to Detachment 57 members. If
anyone needs a copy of the Information Packet
you can email a request to Coop or CJ and one
of us will send a copy to you.

As has been already reported, the rose sale was a
success. What I am pleased to comment on is the
great response of our members. Over the course
of two days no less than eleven Marines showed
up. Five of those came for both days. I also know
of others who wanted to make an appearance but
prior plans made by family or business prevented
it.
Our detachment may be small, but dedicated and
willing to become involved. My congratulations to
the whole group. The phrase from long ago “
Gung Ho” comes to mind.

If you wish you may reserve a room at a cost of
$89 per night. This includes a breakfast buffet
for two. It is important to remember that all reservations must be completed by March 29, 2013.

On another front, thanks to your Senior Vice we
have made points in the community. N.E. Little
League was flying what had been an American
flag, but years ago had become less than a rag.

The Conference will include a Leadership Training Session. If you have not participated in a
Leadership Conference here is an opportunity to
do so as they are most informative and even enjoyable. The Department does a great job with
the presentations and program moves right
along. The Detachment will incur the cost of the
Leadership Session. Contact C.J. Oudendyk if
you are interested.

We replaced it and the shredded rope. Opening
day, I was told, the Detachment was given a
standing O by the crowd.
I am plotting to have their existing flag pole repaired. A new pulley needs to be put on to make
it functional to make raising and lowering not a
major pain. Putting on the pulley, easy. Getting
30 feet in the air, not easy. We might have to invest a couple hundred to get it done. All this revolves around the Little League's willingness to
allow a scissors lift and/or sharing in the expenses.

The Conference is being hosted by Detachment
54 a District 7 unit. Jack Skelding, District 7
Vice Commandant has asked for maximum participation by Detachments of District 7, (like
ours).

Once again, thanks you to all. Semper Fi!
Phil Calhoun
Commandant
MCL Detachment 57
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Rose Program
The Rose sale of Feb 16-17 was a huge success.
During what can best be described as a wind
swept 2 days, the Detachment raised $1186. This
is by far a record for our small but effective
group.

Mike Vitel, Don Bostrom and Coop at the North door.
Guess who didn’t get the word on the black trousers?
Mike and Don are looking good though.

We were supported by no less than 11 Marines
who braved the blustery conditions and help
hammer on Phil’s Starbucks gift card. Thanks
Skipper!
Those Marines were
Mike Vitel

Top Flick

Don Bostrom

Phil Calhoun

Phil Kimmel

Penny Weston

Walt Smyth

Don Denman

Bob Decker

George Cooper

Coop’s
Corner
...an occasional feature for the
Editor to share random items
with the Detachment

We have a new Sponsor. Beginning in this
month’s issue of The Scuttlebutt you will see an
ad for BOB DECKER & ASSOCIATES, registered
Investment Advisor. And Yes it is the same Bob
Decker who is an active member of Detachment
57. Please join me in thanking Bob for his contribution and his efforts in support of the Detachment.

Mike Cashman

There is an article in this month’s Scuttlebutt
about “The Viet Nam Generation” by James
Webb. I think all the Viet Nam Marines will appreciate what is says. It struck a cord with me
and I think it is well is worth the read.
Don Denman and “Top” at the East door. Guess which
one the most pretty girls spoke to.
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American Enterprise Institute
News Articles July/August 2000
Heroes of the Vietnam Generation
By James Webb
The rapidly disappearing cohort of Americans
that endured the Great Depression and then
fought World War II is receiving quite a send-off
from the leading lights of the so-called 60s generation. Tom Brokaw has published two oral histories of "The Greatest Generation" that feature
ordinary people doing their duty and suggest that
such conduct was historically unique.

festations. Campus leaders, who claimed precocious wisdom through the magical process of
reading a few controversial books, urged fellow
baby boomers not to trust anyone over 30. Their
elders who had survived the Depression and
fought the largest war in history were looked
down upon as shallow, materialistic, and out of
touch.

Chris Matthews of "Hardball" is fond of writing
columns praising the Navy service of his father
while castigating his own baby boomer generation for its alleged softness and lack of struggle.
William Bennett gave a startling condescending
speech at the Naval Academy a few years ago
comparing the heroism of the "D-Day Generation" to the drugs-and-sex nihilism of the
"Woodstock Generation." And Steven Spielberg,
in promoting his film "Saving Private Ryan," was
careful to justify his portrayals of soldiers in action based on the supposedly unique nature of
World War II.

Those of us who grew up, on the other side of
the picket line from that era's counter-culture
can't help but feel a little leery of this sudden
gush of appreciation for our elders from the leading lights of the old counter-culture. Then and
now, the national conversation has proceeded
from the dubious assumption that those who
came of age during Vietnam are a unified generation in the same sense as their parents were, and
thus are capable of being spoken for through
these fickle elites.

An irony is at work here. Lest we forget, the
World War II generation now being lionized also
brought us the Vietnam War, a conflict which today's most conspicuous voices by and large opposed, and in which few of them served. The
"best and brightest" of the Vietnam age group
once made headlines by castigating their parents
for bringing about the war in which they would
not fight, which has become the war they refuse
to remember.

Continued on the next
page

Pundits back then invented a term for this animus: the "generation gap." Long, plaintive articles
and even books were written examining its mani7
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and largely agreed with their father's wisdom in
attempting to stop Communism's reach in
Southeast Asia.

Continued from previous page

In truth, the "Vietnam generation" is a misnomer.
Those who came of age during that war are permanently divided by different reactions to a
whole range of counter-cultural agendas, and
nothing divides them more deeply than the per-

The most accurate poll of their attitudes (Harris,
1980) showed that 91 percent were glad they'd
served their country, 74 percent enjoyed their
time in the service, and 89 percent agreed with
the statement that "our troops were asked to
fight in a war which our political leaders in
Washington would not let them win." And most
importantly, the castigation they received upon
returning home was not from the World War II
generation, but from the very elites in their age
group who supposedly spoke for them.

sonal ramifications of the war itself.
The sizable portion of the Vietnam age group
who declined to support the counter-cultural
agenda, and especially the men and women who
opted to serve in the military during the Vietnam
War, are quite different from their peers who for
decades have claimed to speak for them. In fact,
they are much like the World War II generation
itself. For them, Woodstock was a side show, college protestors were spoiled brats who would
have benefited from having to work a few jobs in
order to pay their tuition, and Vietnam represented not an intellectual exercise in draft avoidance, or protest marches but a battlefield that
was just as brutal as those their fathers faced in
World War II and Korea.

Nine million men served in the military during
Vietnam War, three million of whom went to the
Vietnam Theater. Contrary to popular mythology, two-thirds of these were volunteers, and 73
percent of those who died were volunteers.
While some attention has been paid recently to
the plight of our prisoners of war, most of whom
were pilots; there has been little recognition of
how brutal the war was for those who fought it
on the ground.

Few who served during Vietnam ever complained
of a generation gap. The men who fought World
War II were their heroes and role models. They
honored their father's service by emulating it,

Continued on the next page
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combined. Those classes at Princeton lost six, at
MIT two. The media turned ever more hostile.
And frequently the reward for a young man's having gone through the trauma of combat was to be
greeted by his peers with studied indifference of
outright hostility.

Continued from previous page

Dropped onto the enemy's terrain 12,000 miles
away from home, America's citizen-soldiers performed with a tenacity and quality that may never be truly understood. Those who believe the
war was fought incompletely on a tactical level
should consider Hanoi's recent admission that 1.4
million of its soldiers died on the battlefield, compared to 58,000 total U.S. dead.
Those who believe that it was a "dirty little war"
where the bombs did all the work might contemplate that is was the most costly war the U.S. Marine Corps has ever fought-five times as many
dead as World War I, three times as many dead as
in Korea, and more total killed and wounded than
in all of World War II.

What is a hero? My heroes are the young men
who faced the issues of war and possible death,
and then weighed those concerns against obligations to their country. Citizen-soldiers who interrupted their personal and professional lives at
their most formative stage, in the timeless phrase
of the Confederate Memorial in Arlington National Cemetery, "not for fame of reward, not for
place of for rank, but in simple obedience to duty,
as they understood it." Who suffered loneliness,
disease, and wounds with an often-contagious
elan. And who deserve a far better place in history than that now offered them by the so-called
spokesman of our so-called generation.

Significantly, these sacrifices were being made at
a time the United States was deeply divided over
our effort in Vietnam. The baby-boom generation
had cracked apart along class lines as America's
young men were making difficult, life-or-death
choices about serving. The better academic institutions became focal points for vitriolic protest
against the war, with few of their graduates going
into the military. Harvard College, which had lost
691 alumni in World War II, lost a total of 12 men
in Vietnam from the classes of 1962 through 1972

Mr. Brokaw, Mr. Matthews, Mr. Bennett, Mr. Spielberg, meet my Marines.
Continued on the next page
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Heroes of the Vietnam Generation
Continued from previous page

1969 was an odd year to be in Vietnam Second
only to 1968 in terms of American casualties, it
was the year made famous by Hamburger Hill, as
well as the gut-wrenching Life cover story showing pictures of 242 Americans who had been
killed in one average week of fighting. Back home,
it was the year of Woodstock, and of numerous
anti-war rallies that culminated in the Moratorium march on Washington. The My Lai massacre
hit the papers and was seized upon the anti-war
movement as the emblematic moment of the war.
Lyndon Johnson left Washington in utter humiliation.

months of "bush time" as platoon commanders in
the Basin's tough and unforgiving environs.
The Basin was one of the most heavily contested
areas in Vietnam, its torn, cratered earth offering
every sort of wartime possibility. In the mountains just to the west, not far from the Ho Chi
Minh Trail, the North Vietnamese Army operated
an infantry division from an area called Base Area
112. In the valleys of the Basin, main-force Viet
Cong battalions whose ranks were 80 percent
North Vietnamese Army regulars moved against
the Americans every day. Local Viet Cong units
sniped and harassed. Ridgelines and paddy dikes
were laced with sophisticated booby traps of every size, from a hand grenade to a 250-pound
bomb.

Richard Nixon entered the scene, destined for an
even worse fate. In the An Hoa Basin southwest
of Danang, the Fifth Marine Regiment was in its
third year of continuous combat operations.
Combat is an unpredictable and inexact environment, but we were well led. As a rifle platoon and
company commander, I served under a succession of three regimental commanders who had
cut their teeth in World War II, and four different
battalion commanders, three of whom had seen
combat in Korea. The company commanders
were typically captains on their second combat
tour in Vietnam, or young first lieutenants like
myself who were given companies after many

Continued on the next page
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shined under illumination flares, making great
targets. Sleep itself was fitful, never more than an
hour or two at a stretch for months at a time as
we mixed daytime patrolling with night-time ambushes, listening posts, foxhole duty, and radio
watches. Ringworm, hookworm, malaria, and dysentery were common, as was trench foot when
the monsoons came. Respite was rotating back to
the mud-filled regimental combat base at An Hoa
for four or five days, where rocket and mortar
attacks were frequent and our troops manned
defensive bunkers at night. Which makes it kind
of hard to get excited about tales of Woodstock,
or camping at the Vineyard during summer
break.

Continued from previous page

The villages sat in the rice paddies and tree lines
like individual fortresses, crisscrossed with the
trenches and spider holes, their homes sporting
bunkers capable of surviving direct hits from
large-caliber artillery shells. The Viet Cong infrastructure was intricate and permeating. Except
for the old and the very young, villagers who did
not side with the Communists had either been
killed or driven out to the government controlled
enclaves near Danang.
In the rifle companies, we spent the endless
months patrolling ridgelines and villages and
mountains, far away from any notion of tents,
barbed wire, hot food, or electricity. Luxuries
were limited to what would fit inside one's pack,
which after a few "humps" usually boiled down to
letter-writing material, towel, soap, toothbrush,
poncho liner, and a small transistor radio.

We had been told while training that Marine
officers in the rifle companies had an 85 percent
probability of being killed or wounded, and the
experience of "Dying Delta," as our company was
known, bore that out. We had been told while
training that Marine officers in the rifle companies had an 85 percent probability of being killed
or wounded, and the experience of "Dying Delta,"
as our company was known, bore that out.

We moved through the boiling heat with 60
pounds of weapons and gear, causing a typical
Marine to drop 20 percent of his body weight
while in the bush. When we stopped we dug
chest-deep fighting holes and slit trenches for toilets. We slept on the ground under makeshift
poncho hootches, and when it rained we usually
took our hootches down because wet ponchos

Continued on the next page
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lost in the bitter confusion of the war itself.

Continued from previous page

Like every military unit throughout history we
had occasional laggards, cowards, and complainers. But in the aggregate, these Marines were the
finest people I have ever been around. It has been
my privilege to keep up with many of them over
the years since we all came home. One finds in
them very little bitterness about the war in which
they fought. The most common regret, almost to
a man, is that they were not able to do more for
each other and for the people they came to help.

Of the officers in the bush when I arrived, our
company commander was wounded, the weapons
platoon commander wounded, the first platoon
commander was killed, the second platoon commander was wounded twice, and I, commanding
the third platoons fared no better. Two of my
original three-squad leaders were killed, and the
third shot in the stomach. My platoon sergeant
was severely wounded, as was my right guide. By
the time I left, my platoon I had gone through six
radio operators, five of them casualties.

It would be redundant to say that I would trust
my life to these, men. Because I already have, in
more ways than I can ever recount. I am alive today because of their quiet, unaffected heroism.
Such valor epitomizes the conduct of Americans
at war from the first days of our existence. That
the boomer elites can canonize this sort of conduct in our fathers' generation while ignoring it
in our own is more than simple oversight. It is a
conscious, continuing travesty.

These figures were hardly unique; in fact, they
were typical. Many other units; for instance,
those who fought the hill battles around Khe
Sanh, or were with the famed Walking Dead of
the Ninth Marine Regiment, or were in the battle
of Hue City or at Dai Do, had it far worse.
When I remember those days and the very young
men who spent them with me, I am continually
amazed, for these were mostly recent civilians
barely out of high school, called up from the cities and the farms to do their year in hell and then
return. Visions haunt me every day, not of the
nightmares of war but of the steady consistency
with which my Marines faced their responsibilities, and of how uncomplaining most of them
were in the face of constant danger. The salty,
battle-hardened 20-year-olds teaching green 19year-olds the intricate lessons of the hostile battlefield. The unerring skill of the young squad
leaders as we moved through unfamiliar villages
and weed-choked trails in the black of night. The
quick certainty when a fellow Marine was wounded and needed help. Their willingness to risk
their lives to save other Marines in peril. To this
day it stuns me that their own countrymen have
so completely missed the story of their service,

This article first appeared in the American Enterprise,
September 2000 and was suggested for The Scuttlebutt
by Walt Smyth.
Former Secretary of the Navy James Webb was awarded
the Navy Cross, Silver Star, and Bronze Star medals for
heroism as a Marine in Vietnam. His novels include The
Emperor's General and Fields of Fire.
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Chronic Marine Syndrome (CMS):

9. Some have been known to wear their hair in a
high and tight well into their 90's.

This is a new condition under consideration by
the Veterans Administration and being brought
to your attention by iamamarine.com.... Some
consider it a dangerous affliction; others say it's a
positive condition. It affects mostly men but can
affect some women too.

10. Will look you directly in the eye when talking
to you.
11. Will give you a firm handshake.
12. Knows what "honor, courage and commitment" mean.
13. Can usually be found in some type of leadership position in whatever organization they work
for.
14. Will often regard their drill instructors with
the same respect as their parents.
15. Often found in either law enforcement or various leadership professions.
16. Is extremely thorough at what they do.
17. Does not wear a bunch of patches to adorn
their uniform. Their title of Marine is usually
sufficient.

Symptoms to look for are:
1. Pride in oneself and the organization they represent.

18. Often arrives at work earlier than expected. If
they wear a shirt and tie in their job, you might
see the tie clip between the third and fourth button, centered.

2. A strong willingness to put in extra attention to
detail to get the job done.
3. May wear articles of Marine clothing; T-shirts,
jackets, watches, well into their 80's.

19. Had spent time training at one of three places;
Parris Island, San Diego , or Quantico .

4. Will not hesitate to stand up or put their hand
over their heart, or even salute when the National
Anthem is played.

Continued on the next page

5. Does not succumb easily to political correctness.
6. Is sure of who they are.
7. Is often either respected or hated by others,
due to their abilities and talents.
8. May donate toys to needy kids at Christmas.
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Syndrome must be managed carefully. For example: In Michigan , a young man attempted to mug
a Marine Korean War veteran who had advanced
stages of Chronic Marine Syndrome. It wasn't
pretty! The mugger was severely beaten and required multiple stitches.

Chronic Marine Syndrome (CMS):
Continued from previous page

20. May be able to field strip his rifle, up to 60
years after leaving active duty.
21. Can recite the nomenclature of the M1, M14 or
M16.

Remember folks, Chronic Marine Syndrome is
real, while there may not be a cure, we can live
with it.

22. May often have his pencils sharpened to a
perfect precision point.
23. Will not back down from a fight.
Other symptoms include willingness to take on a
challenge and maintaining a positive attitude in
the face of adversity.

Any questions, please see your local Marine. Or
call 1-800-THE-USMC
Thank you for your time.

Yes, Chronic Marine Syndrome is real, and very
hard to treat. The person with this condition often utters phrases such as "Once a Marine always
a Marine," or "Ooo-Rah!". Some may even say
"Semper Fi" on many occasions. It is best if you
know someone with this condition to just leave
them be. These people tend to be fiercely loyal to
the Marine Corps.

Warning: Risks of Chronic Marine Syndrome may
include a severe ass whooppin' to those who attempt to start a fight with Marines. Remember,
not everyone gets this condition; onset often occurs after being given the title Marine, since only
a select few earn this title not everyone will develop CMS.
Article suggested by Walt Smyth

This condition, although not curable is not
known to be debilitating. Successful palliative
treatments include.
1. Frequent visits to the base where they last
served or looking at their Marine memorabilia.
2. Association with other Marines helps them
flourish. They need other Marines who have
shared the same experiences.
3. Have them get memberships in organizations
such as the Marine Corps League, Marine Corps
Association, or visit Marine.com
4. Some may require extra special attention such
as buying items from grunt.com or watching
movies about the Marine Corps; this is only natural and nothing to be afraid of.
Whatever you do, remember that Chronic Marine
14
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Get ready for the time of your life!
We believe that a PLAN is a powerful tool.
Achieving your long-term financial objectives hinges on having the
right plan - a plan that fits your unique circumstances.
What are your retirement dreams?
What kind of legacy will you leave behind?

Cash Flow & Retirement Planning is our focus

.

Registered Financial Consultant® • Certified Senior Advisor®
Certified Retirement Financial AdvisorTM
Member of NAIFA - National Association of Insurance and Financial Advisors
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Purchase an ad in “ THE SCUTTLEBUTT”
Business Card Size ad: $25
Half Page Size ad: $50
All ads will run for one year, 12 issues of “ THE SCUTTLEBUTT”
“THE SCUTTLEBUTT” is sent by email monthly to 50 members and
via U.S Mail to 10 members.
It is also posted to the Detachment 57 web site stpetemcl.org
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